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Editorial

Dear Friends of Underberg,
Every day I receive interesting letters, photos and creative ideas in
the context of our Underberg
loyalty campaign TOPS & MORE.
Many of the letters tell of treasured friendships and have been prepared with a lot of careful thought
and loving detail.
I would like to thank all the Friends
of Underberg for writing to me!
I read every contribution from you
myself. The highlights are presented at regular meetings with my
family and my leading employees:
possibly record-breaking packages
of tops, postcards or creative personal videos. It is important to me
that this fantastic feedback should
spur all of us in the company on to
new ideas.
Today I would like to present a
small selection of these tokens of
friendship: photos and little stories
from the World of Underberg
which I hope you will enjoy.
Kind regards from the Underberg
Headquarters,
Emil Underberg
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“Here’s to Friendship!”
There are so many Friends
of Underberg who live in
different places around
the world and know nothing about each other.
We hope this fourth issue
of the Underberg Post will
put an end to that by opening up the “big Rheinberg post box” to you.
With photos and reports
we will introduce you to
real Underberg fans and
present a small selection of
the most pleasing contributions of recent weeks.

The “Fruchtzwerg” Dwarfs: a collectors’ club in Neu-Anspach with an amusing name.

The secret of success: collectors’ clubs!
“Collecting is quicker and
easier in company”: that is
the secret of success of
many Underberg fans who
transform the tops collected jointly in cheerful
rounds of pub “regulars”
into unique TOPS & MORE
awards. Enthusiasts of all
ages put the tops they
have saved into a big pot
and regularly set incredible records with their
collections.
Clubs like the “Fruchtzwerge” Dwarfs led by Dirk
Kretzschmar. They meet
once a month at the pub
Anspacher Hof and are
already the proud owners
of numerous Underberg
awards.
The sisters Emma, Dora,
Anna and Erika, all four

with the maiden name Wittenberg, together represent 384
years of faithful friendship with the House of Underberg.
Their motto: “An Underberg a day keeps the doctor away!”
And keeps you cheerful, too, as the photo of a birthday
party at the hotel “Gasthaus Lüke zu Wöhle” shows (sent in
by Joachim and Annegret Strohbach).

384 years of friendship with Underberg!

The sisters Emma, Dora, Anna and Erika, all four with the maiden name Wittenberg.
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A truly remarkable feat: Jörg Schloter, the “rifle king” from Emmerich, personally
handed in a record number of Underberg tops to the customer service department of the
Underberg headquarters. His mascot and the Underberg herbal crate are always part of
his “entourage”.
The “Pottch’er Kräuterlumpen”: in the choice of their name, rather like a “pot of herbs”,
this group of friends showed remarkable creativity. Most of all they enjoy Underberg
together “after a good meal”.

The “Pott’cher Kräuterlumpen” with their spokesman Sven
Preiss in Pottiga enjoy Underberg most after a dish of original
Thüringen sausages and have already made the herbal digestive from Rheinberg one of their traditions.
But families and individuals also take part in the competition
for the title “the world’s biggest Underberg fan”; they delight
the Underberg family again and again with their creative contributions. The best idea so far: the football pitch Mrs. Heide
Odrobina-Kromer made herself as a gift for one of her friends,
a football fan.
Jörg Schloter is a real “king”, the best marksman of his rifle
club. Together with his collectors’ club, which boasts 44 members, he has hit the bull’s eye, and his mascot and Underberg
herbal crate accompany him to every event.

We are proud that the passion for Underberg has triggered a
wave of enthusiasm; it shows us how successfully the TOPS &
MORE loyalty campaign has developed.
To thank you for your loyalty we have already created highclass table pennants embroidered with a personal logo for
many collectors’ clubs.

The Underberg table pennant with a quality brass stand and individual embroidery as
requested by the collectors’ clubs.

Highly creative: VFL Bochum versus Bayer Leverkusen. The “players” are all singleportion Underberg bottles.

So you see: it’s still worth keeping up your friendship with
Underberg!
We are looking forward to post from you, or to your visit to
the Underberg website at www.underberg.com.
Of course we are already working on new awards for the
TOPS & MORE loyalty campaign and will be able to offer you
a number of interesting things to mark the 165th anniversary
of the House of Underberg next year.
See you again soon in the wonderful world of Underberg!

Service line 0049 (0)2843 1846
Weekdays, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

If you have any questions or suggestions,
please contact our Underberg consumer
service at services@underberg.com,
or phone our service line.

